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AVERAGE RETURNS: The S&P 500 has averaged an 8.6% price return over the last fifty years
but has only come close to this less than a tenth of the time (see chart). It is much more likely to
significantly miss, either by being negative or by surging over 20%. The implications from this
are: 1) to focus on the direction (up) rather than exact number of our index target; 2) to avoid the
small number of very big drawdowns, and 3) markets historically rose three-quarters the time.

OUR TARGET: We see over 10% upside to our end 2022 S&P 500 index target of 5,050. This
assumes that the run of recent positive earnings surprises continues. We forecast 20% earnings
growth next year, double the consensus, as top-line growth continues and profit margins stay
high. Additionally, the Fed tightens monetary policy only slowly, and bond yields rise gradually,
both supporting the continuation of above-average market valuations around the 21x P/E level.

RISKS HIGH: The S&P 500 has only seen four straight years of double-digit returns once
(1995-99 pre-tech bust) in fifty years. Additionally, corporate profit margins are at historic highs
(14% in US), and market valuations are also near highs. This means market risks are
above-average, and investors are nervous (driving the current volatility). We focus on keeping
equity exposure, but look for ways to boost diversification and manage these risks by adding big
tech ‘defensives’, cheaper sectors like financials, and higher dividend yield strategies.

TODAY: China’s monthly data dump was much weaker-than-feared, led by retail sales (only
+2% yoy) on new virus restrictions, and just the latest slowdown signs. This bad news may
actually be good news, if it triggers the authorities to implement new economic stimulus.
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